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Abstract

This paper describes a method allowing the automatic multi-tex-
turing and simulation of surface imperfections based on a cellu-
lar network. In this representation, networks of connected cells
are constructed in a natural and dynamic way allowing simulta-
neously real-time and multi-behavior simulation. We also intro-
duce an original technique to store cells in space in a fast and
boundless manner without any waste of memory. To show the ef-
ficiency of our model, a set of detailed surface aspect simulations
is presented, including water painting propagation, crack-pattern
texture, destructive effects, and melting-like simulation.

Keywords — Imaging and computer graphics, texture synthe-
sis, geometric modeling, cellular network, cellular automa-
ton, surface structure, imperfection aspect.

1 Introduction

In the computer graphics (CG) domain, this paper focuses on the
field of surface complexity and multi-behavior realism. Recently,
very interesting results were obtained in generating realistic tex-
tures. CG literature covers a wide range of impressive effects
such as [6, 9, 10, 30, 32, 44], for surface imperfections including
corrosion, weathered stone, impacts, scratches and more recently
lichen growth.

However few papers have shown models which can render dif-
ferent effects simultaneously. Most of those simulations were de-
signed on a single purpose with a specific and restricted model.
The main reason is that the large majority of these techniques re-
quire special ad hoc data structures for each effect that has been
modeled. It is almost the same problem that appears in science.
On the one hand, at a macroscopic level, there exist different
models to describe and explain phenomena observed in nature.
On the other hand, at the atomic level, the kind of particules that
are involved and the possibilities of interaction are very few.

The complex behavior and the diversity that can be observed at a
macroscopic level is essentially due to the fact that there are nu-
merous particles with continual interactions. Of course, it is not
possible to study all the phenomena coming back at the atomic
level. To show the regularities that make the scientific knowledge
we must consider the right level of abstraction. For example, in
computer science, the ultimate reality consists of electrons mov-
ing in wires and electronic components. Climbing up the levels of
abstraction, the behavior of computers and programs can be de-
scribed in terms of electronics, then logic, bits and instructions,
algorithms and data structures, programming languages, software
engineering ... The interesting thing to notice is that, when work-
ing at one level, a description in the terms of the level before can

Figure 1: Generating Surface Textures based on Cellular Net-
works: (a) and (b) 2D and 3D GMAI06 international con-
ference logo; (c) and (d) input geometry; (e) and (f) cellular
network geometric model; (g) to (m) different types of syn-
chronized surface texture effects. See section 5 for details.

lead to unify phenomena that were previously considered as in-
dividual cases. In the field of generating realistic texturing, an
abstract level likely to unify the study of different surface effects
is to consider a surface as a set of small pieces of materials having
properties like thickness, density, color, elasticity ... , interacting
locally together and with the environment of the object they are
part of.

Concerning that idea, Gobron and Chiba [17] proposed to use cel-
lular automata which are a homogeneous set of interacting cells
with limited capabilities. Their model, which they called 3DSCA,
was based on cellular automaton using hypertexture. A series of
surface simulations could be generated with this model, unfor-
tunately with many restrictions and limitations. The goal of our
work is to improve their model and to design a flexible approach,
open to any type of multi-behavior surface simulation.



1.1 Background

This study belongs to the field of geometric modeling applied to
texture synthesis as well as simulations of natural phenomena that
occur over object surfaces. Simulating texture construction has
been proposed with very different approaches such as [8], [31]
or [37] using procedural techniques, solid texturing or volume
rendering [9, 45]. Other techniques enable to save texture mem-
ory using tricks like the use of tiles [2, 25]. Cellular automaton
(CA) is a powerfull tool which only refers to states, rules, and
time. Hence, in order to simulate multi-behavior surface effets,
CA seemed to be a relevant research prospect.

1.2 Overview

This paper is organized as follows.
In section Section 2 we begin by presenting the literature re-
lated to the main research areas of this paper, i.e. cellular au-
tomata (CA), surface cellular automata (SCA) in computer graph-
ics, and cellular networks. Section Section 3 presents the gener-
ation of initial cells defining the notion of grid type and showing
how to manage any type of input polygons. Section 4 describes
how to store those cells into a non-trivial but convenient dynamic
space environment called DDST –standing for dynamic double-
chained-list space tree. A method for making a regular web of
connected cells is shown. Rules of applied CA and correspond-
ing graphical results are presented respectively in sections 5. Fi-
nally, section 6 concludes this paper and puts forward some of
the related future work emphasizing adaptation to graphical card
programming.

2 CA, SCA, and cellular networks

To start with, we quote theoretical CA references first. Notions
of grammar, computer engineering, or entropy approaches are
presented in the following reading: Rosenfeld [34], chaudhuri et
al. [1], langton [24], and kari [23].

Literature dealing directly with computer graphical CA has be-
come more and more active, especially since GPU programming
became popular [11, 41] and since a fundamental book that cov-
ers all practical aspects of CA was published by Stephen Wol-
fram [43]. For one thing, in computer graphics, the term (”CA”)
has rarely been used and therefore direct references are difficult
to find. For another thing, if we assume that every structure with
interacting elements is a kind of CA, references will actually be
too long to mention. That is why we suggest the following non-
exhaustive list that specifies only key steps of the CA evolution:

• Conwey’s 1970 ”Game of life” is probably the best-known
CA simulation [3];

• Published in the mid-80s, Thalmann [38] is one of the first
computer graphics (CG) [15] references directly dealing with
the CA issue;

• In the late 80s and early 90s, CA became quite popular in
various fields of computer and graphics studies [16, 27–29,
33]. More specifically, in the field of graphical interpretation
in biology we found [12] concerning tumor growth simula-
tion using CA;

• In 1991, both Turk [40] and Witkin et al. [42] presented out-
standing approaches for texturing. The main idea was to
make a texture projection of a 2D reaction-diffusion –i.e. an
essential CA function;

• In the mid-90s, a fur and thorns simulation was illustrated
with a powerful cellular approach by Fleischer et al. [14];

• In the late 90s and early 3rd millennium, [17] and [18,19] re-
spectively provided an approach of restricted hyper-texture
CA and a set of simulations of natural phenomena based on
hybrid-3DSCA.

• In 2003 Tran et al. [39] proposed a CA implemented on
GPU, and Harris et al. [21, 22] presented even more com-
plex simulations of natural behaviors (boiling fluids) using
GPU programming.

• More recently (2005) Even et al. [13] applicated cellular net-
works to building reconstruction and especially weathering
surface effects, and Devillard et al. [7] proposed a simula-
tion of retina computated using multi-layer CA –model ex-
tended this year to real-time by Gobron (et al.) [20] with
GLSL graphical card programming.

In our model a surface is a set of cells interacting localy together
and with the environment of the object they are part of. Their
limited but non null capabilities can be simulated using the dis-
crete nature of cellular automata. A set of very simple rules can
produce a wide range of complex behaviors.

One of the main goals of this paper is to define a cell network for
automatic surface texturing. Compared to [17], the main benefit
of the technique is that this geometric model:

• Allows any of the classical natural phenomena to be simu-
lated at the same time –e.g. patina/corrosion and crack-like
pattern;

• Permits new effects such as melting and watercolor simula-
tions [4];

• Demonstrates the ability to easily code many types of formal
CA, such as the famous life game CA [3, 38].

Furthermore, our model has the following advantage:

• No restriction on the input polygon type as n vertices, con-
vex, concave, with holes, can be used;

• Multiple input objects and natural linking between cells of
different 3D sources are automatically managed;

• Any type of grid for cell repartitions over surfaces such as
random, triangle, square, hexagon, or user-made grid are
possible;

• Furthermore, this new model does not restrict hyper textures
to their respective surface normal based functions.

The model that we are presenting in the paper also proposes an
original way of storing elements in multiple dimensions using a
dynamic structure composed of double linked chain lists for each
branch. This technique is applied to space and allows cells to find
their respective neighbors in a fast and efficient way.



Figure 2: Cellular data structure.

3 From polygons to initial cells

In the former SCA model [17], cells were stored into 2D arrays,
which implies a regular square grid pattern. Furthermore, only
triangles could be used as input polygons. After presenting the
new structure of cells, we present an original way to avoid both
those constraints by presenting different types of grids and be-
sides how any type of polygon is managed.

3.1 Cell structure

All cells have the identical size called cs. In our new model,
their general structure is illustrated in Figure 3.1, following those
specifications:

• The (t) and (t+1) data fields respectively allow to transmit
and to receive information separately. This property is pri-
mordial for a consistent CA;

• As an option only, any cell can point to a material with color-
ings and CA behavior –respective to the type of neighbor. In
a similar but easier way, we can replace this data field with
a simple potential value, for instance to simulate material
resistance (see corrosion simulation, section 6);

• Five general-states define the different ways of communicat-
ing between cells: no communication (sleeping), receiving
only, distributing only (influencing), and normal communi-
cation (active). This kind of meta-state has the advantage of
increasing CA computation as only non-sleeping cells can
interact with their neighborhood.

3.2 Grid pattern issue

To distribute cells over the polygon structure, two choices are
possible. On the one hand, cells position can be randomly se-
lected. Then a rule of attraction / repulsion must be applied to
make the system coherent. On the other hand, we can assume a
pre-selected order preserving a natural balance between cells. On
2D (i.e. polygon surface) the number of such geometric figures
allowing a harmonious pattern disposition is restricted to three
cases [46]:

• The triangle grid: each cell is associated with 6 neighbors;

• Square grid: each cell is associated with 4 or 8 neighbors;

• Hexagon grid: each cell is associated with 3 neighbors;

3.3 Type of polygons

Input polygons can be of many types, simple triangles, rectan-
gles, convex polygons, concave polygons, or even worse general
polygons with holes. In the field of solid modeling, manipulating
those polygons is often non-trivial, and most of the time a first
transformation into a set of simple triangles is required. For in-
stance, the previous model of 3DSCA, only used triangles, more-
over the object’s surface had to be consistent (i.e. no holes, cor-
rect and regular orientations, no floating errors at vertices). When
a polygon is cut into triangles, a grid is associated with each tri-
angle and the grid continuity is usually broken. In 3DSCA, the
problems due to data communication throw edges between two
grids corresponding to neighbor triangles have been explained in
detail.

In the model we propose, those numerous issues are irrelevant.
Polygons can be of any type, the cell repartition remains the same.
Input polygons and grids are only used for initial positioning the
cells. A new data structure has been introduced to store and man-
age cells.

4 Dynamic space boxes and cellular network

A CA consists of cells both receiving information from and trans-
mitting information to their neighbors. Hence, the first task is to
find an easy way to determine the neighborhood of every cell. For
that purpose, we must take into account that in common CA, the
total number of cells can easily reach millions. Furthermore, the
cell space repartition has strong discontinuities as cells have been
deduced by a set of polygons. We must therefore find a way to
store those cells into a structure allowing efficient testing: let us
use space boxes so that only cells inside their own boxes and the
other 26 direct neighbor boxes have to be compared. Figure 3
illustrates the three dimension relationship between cells and en-
globing boxes: 3(a) spatial cells position, tested cells are in blue,
possible neighbors in black, and cells that should not be tested in
red; 3(b) tested cells are in the blue boxes, the 26 direct neighbor
boxes are shown in black; 3(c) blue segments show successful
connections between cells elements and the central tested box.
To make this approach more efficient, let the box side be a coef-
ficient bs so that: bs = (kb.cs), with kb a user-defined constant
usually from 1 (higher memory required) to 10 (higher computing
expenses).

4.1 Usual techniques

Here are some possible solutions with their respective advantages
and drawbacks:

• 3D dynamic array - This type of data structure is obviously
the easiest to implement and manage. Unfortunately, voxel-
space array has the disadvantage of wasting memory, espe-
cially when dealing with cells based on surfaces. Moreover,
dimensions of voxel-spaces are defined once and therefore
cannot be easily changed during executions.



Figure 3: Sorting cells using surrounding boxes for fast and
dynamic neighborhood convergence.

Figure 4: Dynamic double-linked-list space tree (DDST).

• Octree - Octrees have the convenient property of storing
only useful space areas. Nevertheless, the cellular network
geometry often changes, then dynamic tree must strongly be
changed involving allocating and freeing leaves. Moreover,
local cell’s neighbors cannot easily be find with this data
structure.

• Hashtable - Very convenient, hashtables store only boxes
containing cells. Furthemore, by using their hash function,
they can solve the problem of finding the 26 direct neighbor
boxes in a simple yet powerful manner. Nevertheless, the
main drawback is to determine a hashtable key encoder con-
vinient for any cellular scale size. The worst case scenario
would occur when multiple objects are stored in a very small
area (compared to the hash function capability). As data
would hash to the same value, we had better do a straight
linear search on a linked list.

The following subsection presents our original geometry structure
to store 3D-cells such that:

• Low memory cost: only useful boxes are store;

• Fast construction: Local cell’s neighborhood can easily be
defined;

• Less issues: the domain and cellular connection are easily
maintain and geometric changes in the cellular network im-
plies at most only slight data structure reconstruction.

4.2 Dynamic double-chained-list space tree

One other solution is to use a double-link list that we construct
around a first box (root). This data structure has the property to

Figure 5: Radius values ri of the neighborhood sphere de-
pending on the grid type.

give easy acces to the next and the previous box in each direction.
Only boxes containing cells are to be created and new boxes can
easilly been added if a cell moves out of a box.

Cells are in �3, therefore we develop this dynamic structure with
a branch to double linked lists for each of the three dimensions x,
y, and z. Figure 4 shows the corresponding structure for a set of
boxes; among many other boxes, A(5,5, 0), B(5,5,-4), and C(5,5,-
7) are clearly identified.

Once cells have been stored in the space-structure, direct connec-
tions are easy to implement and efficient in computational time.

4.3 Direct connection between cells

The first step is to make the algorithm go through the space-
structure and connect every cell Ci to its surroundings making
a web of connected cells.

For this purpose, we check cells on the 27 boxes (i.e. 26 sur-
rounding + current) that are elements of a sphere of center Ci and
radius ri. Ideally, ri should be the grid cell size, however there
is no guarantee to have a grid continuity with neighbor polygons
grids. Actually, those grids are often shifted, therefore we must
set ri so that it can reach the neighborhood polygon cells as much
as possible without reaching its own indirect cells. Figure 5 gives
a graphical interpretation for each different type of grid. From
this graphical interpretation, we deduce the different values of ri:

• Square grid:
√

2.cs − ε (direct); 2.cs − ε (with diagonal)

• Triangle and hexagonal grids:
√

3.cs − ε

Figure 6 proposes rendered cellular networks viewed from inside
a cube using (a) simple square, (b) triangle, (c) hexagon, and (d)
random grids. Notice that for each case the cells number Nc is
approximately the same. For the random grid we assumed Nc

was proportional to each polygon surface divided by c2s .

4.4 Harmonizing the cellular network

Once a neighbor list has been defined for each cell, the second
step is to apply an attraction/repulsion function to the entire sys-
tem. This function has to repulse cells that are very close or too
far from each other and attract the ones that are nearby. Many
functions can be used, for instance the case of a parabola is pro-
posed in Figure 7. We define k as being the maximum value for



Figure 6: Resulting grid patterns from inside a cube.

Figure 7: Attraction/Repulsion function.

the repulsion force and dmax a maximum distance before releas-
ing current link li (option). Then, after simplification, we can
deduce:

d :

(
< dmax F = k

cs.ri
.d2 − k+a.c2s

cs
.d + k

else remove li
(1)

After system convergence, the last step consists in keeping only
the best lg links –once again– depending on the type of grid, re-
spectively four or eight for square-grids, six for triangl-grids, and
three for hexagon-grids. Before presenting CA-rules and result-
ing images, we would like to point out limitations of the current
model. First of all, harmonizing the connected cells is not triv-
ial and can take –with this method– a very long pre-computation
time before the system converges and therefore a CA can be run.
We are convinced that this issue can be further improved. An-
other drawback of the current system is that even if a cell knows
what its neighborhood is, current data structure does not permit
directly geographic positions between neighbors. In other words,
a cell could ask: is this cell on my left, on my right, at the bottom?.
This property is essential for oriented-rule applications [43], and
that is why it is appropriate to call this model textitsurface cel-
lular network instead of surface cellular automaton. Fortunately,
many interesting results can be obtained without harmonizing the
connected web or having cellular orientation map. In fact, self-
identity and deduced-from-all CA can already be tested; this is
what is proposed in the following sections.

5 Current CA model, Applications, and Results

As previously explained, the model presented in this paper is not
a perfect generalisation of SCA, but rather a surface cellular net-

Simulated State transition rules Corresponding
behaviors occuring ∀C characteristics

First CA step Ct+1 ← Ct Initialization
CA steps Ct ← Ct+1 Synchro.updating

Sleeping all gst+1 ← Sleepingcell Powerless
Active all gst+1 ← ActiveCell Powerful

Random col. randvct+1 ← randcolor Seed values

Spreading col. vct+1 ← vct+
P

Cnvct
kc+1 Propagation

Melting-like vt+1 ← vt+
P

Cnvt
k+1 Averaging vert.

Crack-like (∃Ck �= C)?|vc : vc Derivative
gst+1 ← Sleepingcell

Corrosion (pt > 0)?|pt+1 ← (pt −∆p) Destruction
|(pt ≤ 0)?|gst+1 ← Sleepingcell

else(kp > k
2 )?|pt+1 ←Maxp

Watercolor pt+1 ← (
pt+

P
Cnpt

k+1 −∆p) Sedimentation
V ct+1 ← (V ct + V kc%pt)

Life game (kp �= 2)?|(kp = 3)?|pt+1 : pt+1 Reproduction
Maze-like (kp �= 2 ‖ 4)?|(kp = 3)?|pt+1 : pt+1 Construction

Regrouping (pt)?|((kp < k
2 )?|(pt+1) : (pt+1)) Digression-dif.

Table 1: Applied surface cellular network rule.

work. Therefore, we present only restricted directional data trans-
fer CA. Nevertheless, many effets and many combination can
be generated with our model mostly in real-time for geometric
model constituted by less than an hundred of thousand cells (e.g.
10 thousand cells⇒≥ 100fps, 100 thousand cells⇒≥ 12fps).
Furthemore, the complete generalization of SCA –currently in
design– is discussed in Section 6.

Table 1 gives a non exhaustive list of applied CA rules with their
lexical, logical, and global behavior descriptions (using a C-like
pseudo-code for conditionnal gates). Symbol interpretations of
equations presented in this table are: C: current cell; gs: general
state of C; v, vc, p: respectely the cell vertexposition, orientation,
color, and potential; k: active neighbor number at C; kp kc: as k
with true potential and non-null color attributes;

As can be seen in table 1, three categories of CA have be distin-
guished; here are details of each process:

• Basic CA: those very simple set of rules are essential for
making this model generalized, multi-task, and fast comput-
ing. They maintain initialisation, synchronisation updating,
and activate, deactivate, and select cells.

• Natural phenomena CA:

– Spreading color and melting-like simulation simply
average the surounding area respectly in terms of color
and vertices (position + normal).

– To generate a crack-like pattern, we first use a regular
color propagation generating a voronoi diagram [5].
We then determine the color derivative to define area
edges.

– To simulate corrosion and waterpainting a potential
states pt has to be used: a potential of corroded ma-
terial, and an amount of water –that evaporate every
step∆p– mixed with a concentration of pigment pt.

• Classical CA: basically, cells behaviors depends on the equi-
librium of surrounding. In the first case (i.e. life game), we
seek for a specific number (2) for stability, and its tangent (3)



for sudden state change. This tiny equation gives tremen-
dous results. Rules of the second case are about identical
than the game of life. Supprisingly result is completely dif-
ferent: after few steps, the system converges to a maze-like
pattern with sometime instable areas. Concerning the re-
grouping CA (refer to the last row of table 1), it owns to the
family of activation/inhibition with general equation:

∀Cgst : pt+1 ← (h + J1

X
rij<R1

Cn(pt) + J2

X
R1<rij<R2

Cn(pt))

Graphical results of table 1 rules –and some multi-behavior combinasion–
are illustrated and detailled below.

In the following sub-sections, we first detail the type of software
and hardware that has been used. Then we present some of the
possible surface effects that can be produced. And finally we
suggest a technical method that we can apply to further acceler-
ate rendering and/or increase the cell number.

5.1 Hardware, software, and rendering technique

Our surface CA software has been developed in C++ on Mi-
crosoft Windows 2000 using MSVC++ and the graphical library
OpenGL [36]. The following graphical results have all –but one,
figure 1– been rendered in real time using a single CPU (AMD
Athlon 2600), a 512 Mb of RAM, and a GeForce FX 5200 graph-
ical card. Figure 1 was rendered using 1.5 million cells using an
AMD AthlonTM 64 X2 Dual Core 4400+ CPU (2.21 GHz) with
2 Go of RAM and a NVidia GeForce 7800 graphical card.

5.2 Results

The front page figure 1 presents the conference logo with differ-
ent surface effects using our surface cellular Network. Figure 1(a)
is the official 2D-logo; 1(b,c,d) the 3D rendering respectly using
3DSmax TM7 and our OpenGL based basix rendering; 1(e,f)
illustrates the DDST and oriented RGB cells. 1(g to n) nat-
ural phenomena simulations, respectly: concrete; marble; con-
crete with mixed painting patchwork; mud with maze-like tex-
ture; impacts; green lichen; watercolor (light); watercolor and
dark ink. High resolution of this plate can be find at: http :
//www.iutsd.uhp − nancy.fr/isn/StGo/.
Most of these effects are detailled with the following examples.

Figure 8 presents three geometrically identical pyramids, formed
however by a set of triangles only, a set of convex polygons, a set
of concave polygons respectively from left to right –see (a). Row
(b) shows OpenGL rendering, we can notice that difficulties occur
with concave polygons (i.e. circled area). The next two rows
present an identical generated DDST structure (c) and a web of
connected activated cells (d). The last two rows show spreading-
colors-CA, associated with an average-vertices and normal CA
for (f).

As shown by Figure 9, crack-like pattern can easily be generated
by first using a Vorono-CA [17] (b) and then one time only color-
derivative-CA (c).

Figure 8: Rendered steps of our model: from different sets of
polygons to identical sets of connected cells.

Figure 10 proposes the same phenomena -in (d) and (e)- on a
more complex object (2315 input triangles); figures (a, b, and c)
respectively present the input rabbit geometry, voxels from the
DDST , and CA vertices.

Figures 11 and 12 illustrate on a tiger (2017 input triangles) how
easily we can modified geometry using cellular network. In the
first case after spreading random colors, we associate to corroded
cells a user-defined potential of material that will constantly de-
crease. When this potential reaches zero, the cell general state
is set to SLEEPINGtransparent. In the second case (Figure 12),
space-position and normal of each cell are simply averaged with
their neighborhood. A melting-like effect is observed as small
details disappear first. This progressive change in geometry can

Figure 9: An easy way to generate crack-like patterns.



Figure 10: Applying regular propagation CA on the famous
Stanford bunny. (a) initial polygons (notice that one triangle is
missing); (b) deduced DDST; (c) rgbnormals; (d) direct prop-
agation CA; (e) corresponding crack pattern CA; (f) mixed
CAs: cracks+diffusion.

Figure 11: After spreading random colors, applying a de-
structive CA (corrosion-like).

be seen on the enlarged square view. The computation and ren-
dering took few seconds for the first five frames, however, the
last bottom-right figure 12 presents the transformed tiger after a
nightlong melting –about 10 hours.

Watercolor simulation using SCA is proposed Figure 13. Render-
ing and computation of the three watercolor painting layers took
few minutes.

Figure 14 shows samples of three of the four classes of feed-
back behavior (see [43] and [24]) that CA can exhibit, i.e.: (a)
Life-game-CA: a chaotic aperiodic structure; (b) Maze-like-CA:
a simple separated periodic pattern; (c) Regrouping-CA: conver-
gence to a fixed, homogeneous state.

5.3 Rendering and use of CPU

The purpose of this paper focus on geometric modelling and not
on the quality of the rendering. Therefore, we used a simple point
sprite technique for the rendering. This trivial method is indeed
pretty useful as it allows to avoid difficult cells to polygon re-
constitutions and permits an access to the fast rendering using

Figure 12: Melting simulation.

Figure 13: CA-watercolor simulation. (a) huminity map dur-
ing the second painting layer –the blue color indicate liquid
saturated cells and the green shading the humidity percent-
age; (b) First painting layer; (c) Third layer after drying.

GPU programming [22,26]. We are currently testing an OpenGL
Shader language (GLSL) [35] approach that will be presented
with the assymetric surface cellular network model.

6 Conclusion and future work

We have presented the bases of a general model for applying cells
onto surfaces using cellular network. After explaining the need
for reviewing previous restricted models of surface CA, we de-
tailed the process for constructing a web of connected cells. In
particular, we presented an original way of storing, sorting and
linking cells based on a dynamic double-linked-list structure. We
also proposed a way to organised cellular network in any types
of grid, and presented as example the square, triangle, hexago-
nal, and random network. Finally, to show the capacities of this
model, we have applied a series of regular CA to simulate the
following phenomena: simple and more advanced coloring dif-
fusions, crack pattern likem marble and concrete hyper-textures,
corrosion destructive like, watercolor multi-effects, and melting
like phenomena.
From that fundamental basis, we currently develop an oriented-
dependent model so that any type of SCA can be applied. We are
also convinced that GPU programming has to play a major part

Figure 14: Classical CA simulations. (a) life-game CA:
unstable; (b) maze-like CA: semi-stable; (c) most simple
digression-diffusion CA: stable.



in the application of CA. We believe that the new generation of
graphical cards computing power (vertex and pixel shader) can be
used for parallel CA instead of graphics only [26]. Furthermore,
prospects for CG applications are very promising, for instance:
complex growing simulations such as mosses or barks in the field
of or in geometry, a Boolean operation method using CA, all in
real time.
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